CFR resources that might be of interest:

- Visit **CFR Campus** for tools and resources designed specifically for teaching and learning about U.S. foreign policy and international relations.
- Watch live streams of many CFR on-the-record events in real time or view videos of past events at [www.cfr.org/live](http://www.cfr.org/live).
- Follow **CFR’s blogs** for analysis from fellows in the David Rockefeller Studies Program.
- Explore CFR’s **Backgrounders**, which offer comprehensive overviews on current issues.
- Browse award-winning **multimedia interactives** on the foreign policy, national security, and international financial issues of the day.
- Read **Foreign Affairs** for in-depth insights on international issues, profiles of world leaders, and book reviews, both in print and online.
- Follow us on Twitter [@CFR_Academic](https://twitter.com/CFR_Academic) to keep current with CFR’s coverage of world events as they unfold.
- Sign up for participation in our Academic Conference Call series by sending a request to [academic@cfr.org](mailto:academic@cfr.org). (Listen to past calls at [http://www.cfr.org/educators/academic-conference-calls.html](http://www.cfr.org/educators/academic-conference-calls.html).)

Finally, please explore **Model Diplomacy**, CFR’s free multimedia National Security Council simulation program that engages students in understanding the challenges of shaping and implementing foreign policy. For more information, visit [modeldiplomacy.cfr.org](http://modeldiplomacy.cfr.org) or contact [modeldiplomacy@cfr.org](mailto:modeldiplomacy@cfr.org).
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